
FIND OUT ALL THE DETAILS ABOUT HBU AND WBU 
MEANING IN CHAT

English is definitely a challenging language to learn as it uses phrases and words from various origins. Acronyms and slangs make things even 
harder, especially when we try to make sense of something which is said in SMS or online chat. As there are many different acronyms, people 
often search for hbu and wbu meaning in chat. So in this article, we will be focusing on these two acronyms and as you scroll down, you will 
find out all the details about it such as what does wbu and hbu mean, what is their origin, when to use it, what are its alternatives and some 
examples. So keep reading to check out all the information about it.

What is hbu and wbu meaning in chat?
Wbu is actually a very common acronym used on the internet while chatting. It stands for ‘What about you?’. Hbu is another acronym which can 
be used in place of wbu. It stands for ‘How about you?’. 

The Origins of these acronyms are similar to any other acronym. The origins of wbu and hbu are actually quite straightforward. As many of you 
must know, ‘about’ is shortened to ‘bout’ in text and SMS, so of course ‘what about you’ and ‘how about you’ is converted to “what ‘bout you” and 
“how ‘bout you” and thus it later converted to wbu and hbu. This slang has been used by people from the early 20s and after the global pandemic 
in the 2020s, it became more popular among people on social media or the internet. 

Both of these acronyms are used to learn more about a person. As people tend to share something or other about themselves on the internet or 
social media and then ask this question in the hope to get to know something similar about the personality or the hobbies of the person with 
whom they are talking. 

This is also used by people when they want to ask for inputs or ideas and also in small talk to keep the conversation going smoothly and politely. 

https://www.easyworknet.com/education/wbu-meaning/


Some other wbu meaning in chat and When to use it?

Honestly, there are not really any other common meanings of the acronym, wbu. However, it is still used by a lot of 
organisations and so if you see wbu written in a context where ‘what about you’ makes no sense, you can consider 
any of the following meanings of it.

It could stand for ‘Wild Birds Unlimited’, ‘Wayland Baptist University’, ‘World Blind Union’ and a few more.

Now, as adults and teenagers use wbu while chatting online, it is important to remember that you must use this 
acronym only in informal or text-based situations with friends or family members. The most common and the best 
time to use it is in a response to the question when asked what you are doing or how you are as it actually generates 
and shows your interest in the other person in the conversation. 

Also keep in mind that you do not use this acronym in formal situations unless there is any specific reason to use it.

Conclusion
Hbu and wbu meaning in chat is simply ‘How about you’ and ‘What about you’. These are internet acronyms which 
are used by people when they are chatting online with their friends and family members to ask or get to know a little 
more about them. But it is also important to know that this should only be used in formal conversations and not in 
any informal situation, unless there is a particular reason to use it.


